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Abstract. Scientific experimental data generated by all the bionomic 
technologies is characterized by heterogeneity in its representation formats, 
constituents, and generation processes and, therefore, also in its usage. Using 
the proteomics domain we demonstrate the important role of provenance 
information o manage, interpret and analyze experimental data. We present a 
novel approach that employs an ontology as a knowledge model to 
automatically create semantic provenance information for high-throughput mass 
spectrometry (MS) data in the glycoproteomics domain. The Semantic 
Provenance Annotation of Data in protEomics (SPADE) implementation is 
based on the ProPreO ontology, a large-process ontology ( ~500 classes, 40 
named relationships with 170 class-level restrictions, and 3.1 million instances) 
that models the complete experimental protocol for MS-based glycoproteomics 
data analysis. The semantic provenance information created in SPADE enables 
biologists to query over the semantic provenance information and retrieve exact 
data using “train-of-thought” expressive queries in SPARQL query language. 
We also discuss our current work in extending the ProPreO ontology to support 
toxicological metabolomics experimentation using Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Our strategic goal is to use Semantic 
Provenance information by pattern recognition and data mining algorithms for 
comparative or correlation analysis of Liquid Chromatography MS (LCMS) and 
NMR spectroscopy experimental data as part of toxicological metabolomics 
studies. 
Keywords: Semantic Provenance, ProPreO ontology, Scientific Workflow 
Proteomics, Glycomics, Toxicological Metabolomics, Biomarkers 
1   Introduction 
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), coupled with liquid chromatography (LC-
MS/MS) and sophisticated probability-based search algorithms, is a valuable 
proteomics research tool [9]. In a typical proteomics experiment, the proteins are 
extracted from the biological material and digested by enzymes to produce peptides 
[9]. The peptides are partitioned and analyzed by liquid chromatography interfaced to 
a tandem mass spectrometer [9] (Figure 1). The challenge in giving researchers  
unified access to the datasets, generated by the ms data analysis process, lies not just 
in integrating the final results, but correlating and comparing results across processing 
phases and with multiple constraints.  
Provenance information has long been recognized as critical metadata to verify, 
validate and interpret scientific data. But, in high-throughput experimental processes, 
such as the ms data analysis process, the associated provenance information is also 
large in volume. Hence, based on the notion of “computable provenance” [2], we 
propose the use of semantic provenance for high-throughput experimental data that 
will enable software application to “understand” and process provenance information. 
We define semantic provenance as provenance information that refers to a formally 
defined knowledge model to captures information about the provenance of data 
entities and the processes and agents that created them.  
Semantic provenance information 
not only serves to integrate 
distributed heterogeneous 
experimental data from multiple 
phases of high-throughput 
proteomics protocol, but also enables 
biologists to pose expressive queries. 
Those queries explicitly use named 
relationships, defined in the ProPreO 
ontology schema, to logically link 
data entities; hence they closely 
reflect a biologist’s train of thought.  
2   ProPreO ontology  
The first attempt to formally model 
the proteomics experimental process 
was the Pedro UML schema [8]. It 
soon became clear, as stated in our 
earlier work [6], that the objectives 
of the ProPreO ontology are distinct 
from those of the Pedro UML 
schema. We therefore engineered ProPreO from the ground up.  
Figure 1: MS data analysis protocol 
 
Currently, ProPreO models the protein identification process by defining entities 
corresponding to datasets, the processes that generate the datasets, and the agents that 
implement the processes (Figure 2). The named relationships that interconnect these 
classes of entities are central [7] to capturing their logical context. ProPreO ontology 
has been released for public use through the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO), a 
resource of the National Center for Biomedical Ontologies (NCBO).1  
The SPADE implementation uses a two-phase approach to create semantic 
provenance based on the ProPreO ontology: 
                                                          
1 http://www.bioontology.org/ncbo/faces/pages/ontology_list.xhtml. 
1. Extraction of entities: After identifying “entities of interest” that constitute 
relevant provenance information, the entities are extracted from the experimental 
data files and classified as instances of ProPreO ontology concepts. This is 
implemented at each intermediate step of the workflow, resulting in an 
aggregated list of ProPreO ontology class instances at the end of the workflow.  
2. Inference of named relationships between the entities: The named relationship 
between entities is inferred from the ProPreO ontology schema. We have 
implemented this reasoning task using the Jena API [5]. 
The final RDF file populates the provenance model in an Oracle 10g database∗. We 
use SPARQL query language for RDF [1] to query the provenance information. 
3   Implementation 
SPADE is based on the services-oriented architecture (SOA) utilizing semantic Web 
services (SWS) as 
components that are 
composed into a multi-step 
semantic Web process (i.e., 
a scientific workflow with 
SWSs as components, Fig. 
3). SPADE is realized using 
the following components: 
1. The MS data 
analysis Web 
process: Each 
processing phase of 
the data analysis 
protocol is modeled as 
SWS that are 
deployed in the 
Taverna [3] workflow 
engine.  




(SPM) are SWSs that 
create the provenance information (as described in Section 3.2) and are plugged 
into the Web process.  
Figure 2: ProPreO ontology concepts and relationships 
                                                          
∗ http://www.oracle.com/index.html 
4   Results and Discussion 
The following categories of queries were executed against the provenance information 
generated during the sample runs: 
1. Single value constraint: 
Find all the RAW files 
(generated by the ms 
instrument, Figure 1) that 
are derived from 
biochemical samples taken 
from T.cruzi organism. 
2.  Multiple value 
constraint: Find all RAW 
files that are generated 
from biochemical samples 
derived from organism 
Homo sapiens, have the 
profile format (a parameter 
for processing of data) and 
generated by ms instrument 
with serial number 
7635532.                                                     




concepts: Given a specific Provalt (analysis application) result file 
JA_Serum_glycopeptides_ALL_txt, find all its related RAW files. This should 
identify several files, as Provalt application combines and summarizes data from 
several different mass spectrometry analysis runs.   
Figure 3: Architecture of the SPADE implementation 
We manually cross-checked the query results with the dataset values and found exact 
match between the query results and dataset values. 
5 Toxicological Metabolomics 
We propose to extend the ProPreO ontology with concepts and relations related to 
toxicological metabolomics experimentation using NMR spectroscopy approach [4]. 
The toxicological metabolomics project aims to identify biomarkers for detection of 
toxic agents.  This involves the administration of toxins to set of rats to study the 
effect of toxins through the analysis of blood and urine samples. The project involves 
two parallel analysis methods, one using LCMS approach and the other using NMR 
spectroscopy approach. The two efforts are synchronized in terms of following similar 
experimental protocols, method of administering toxin sample to the specimen and 
collection of tissue samples at same time point.  
 
The two analysis techniques have certain inherent advantages and disadvantages such 
as: 
a) Preparation time: For NMR spectroscopy based analysis, the preparation time is 
minimal whereas LCMS requires large preparation time 
b) Sensitivity: LCMS has better sensitivity as compared to NMR spectroscopy 
analysis technique 
c) Specimen survivability: LCMS approach requires the termination of the 
specimen whereas NMR spectroscopy approach does not have this requirement 
Thus, the comparison of experimental data from each of the two approaches will 
enable scientists to compare and correlate results to gain vital insights in the 
toxicological metabolomics study. For example, the absence of an entity in a sample 
may be due to sensitivity factors, experimental material, behavior of specimen 
unrelated to toxin metabolic effects (specimen may exhibit self-destructive behavior 
such as not feeding after administration of the toxin which may not be direct effect of 
the toxin) that may affect metabolic activity and skew biomarker readings.  
 
Hence, through use of Semantic Provenance information, pattern recognition or 
mining algorithms can more effectively analyze comparable or related experimental 
datasets. Semantic Provenance will also enable the scientists to identify the cause of 
observed effects by tracing the lineage or history of a dataset. To achieve this, we 
propose to extend ProPreO ontology by incorporating NMR spectroscopy protocol 
specific concepts and relationships [4]. This will enable the semantic annotation of 
not only LCMS experimental data but also NMR spectroscopy experimental data. 
This integrated semantic provenance platform for both LCMS and NMR spectroscopy 
experimental data will enable scientists to leverage the available data to gain critical 
research insights in toxicological metabolomics. 
6 Conclusion 
The research and application presented here lead us to two key observations: 
Use of ontology-based provenance information enables knowledge-driven access 
to distributed heterogeneous experimental data. We demonstrated the central role 
of ontology and use of semantic provenance information for effective querying.  
Use of service-oriented architecture (SOA) based implementation for automated 
provenance creation for high-throughput experimental processes. We noted the 
importance of SWS based approach to automatically create semantic provenance 
creation.  
We also discussed our proposed extension of the ProPreO provenance ontology with 
NMR concepts and relationships to enable an integrated semantic provenance 
platform to compare LCMS and NMR spectroscopy experimental datasets from 
toxicological metabolomics study [4]. 
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